Dualit 2 slice toaster wiring diagram

Discussion in ' Food and nutrition ' started by Clive Long , Feb 7, Cycling Forums. Dualit 4 slice
toaster wiring diagram Discussion in ' Food and nutrition ' started by Clive Long , Feb 7, Clive
Long Guest. Hi, Can someone post a wiring diagram or point to a reference for Dualit toasters,
specifically the 4-slice model? The rocker switches result in a strange combination of elements
being powered and I can't work out how to switch around the various cables or bars inside.
Also I am replacing one of the inner heating elements - where the wire has fractured near the
connection point. Any special manoeuveurs or gotchas to do this swap?? Thanks Clive. Why
not just buy a new toaster? Unless your time is worthless, you will probably save on time and
money by simply buying a new toaster since they are very inexpensive to begin with. Wiscottsin
Guest. Perhaps the toaster is a very expensive model. Perhaps he was brought up by parents
that taught him to make things last, to take care of what you own. Sorry, OP - I don't have a
diagram for you, but good luck with the unit. Kalanamak Guest. Not if it is a Dualit, if they are
priced anything like USian ones. I may get a SS toaster eventually. Or, has anyone found a
plastic one that doesn't melt and warp around the slice openings? Thanks blacksalt. Wayne
Boatwrigh Guest. They are built like appliances used to be built in the US I'm still using my
parents' GE toaster that was built in It still toasts and looks great, but those days are long gone,
and that quality rarely exists in the mass-produced US brands. Of course, most of these are
made in China, Taiwan, Mexico, or some other country where labor is cheap. Charles Gifford
Guest. Thanks blacksalt Does not the Dualit have a lifetime guarantee? You must log in or sign
up to post here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? How to
replace a Dualit Vario toaster element Dualit Vario toaster element replacement - with pictures! I
recently bought a Dualit toaster off eBay, and it had one end element dead. As spare elements
are easily available on eBay as well, I bought one but it came without instructions. I couldn't
find any on on the Dualit manufacturer's website so decided just to dive in and have a go! And
to put this page up to help others. Since then, I've also added a similar page about replacing a
Dualit toaster timer. Please note: This is just an account of how I did it. I am NOT a trained Dualit
technician. I am NOT an electrician. This page is in no way endorsed by Dualit or anyone else. I
have no connection whatsoever with Dualit, not even as a customer! If you have the slightest
doubt as to your competence then do not do what is described here and instead go to a Dualit
service agent or electrician. It doesn't really matter much whether it's two, four or six slots, or
other detail differences between models. As far as I know all of the Dualit Vario models are
pretty similar inside, so just adapt the following instructions to your particular model. You will
notice on the picture above that the toaster's plug is nowhere near an electrical socket! Unplug
yours now! Empty the crumb tray, and put it aside. As to tools, you'll need as a minimum a
cross-head ideally Pozi-drive screwdriver and a spanner. An adjustable as shown here is OK,
but if you have a proper non-adjustable set that would be even better. Try to find somewhere
well lit and flat. If you put the whole toaster on a cloth that's a good plan to catch the inevitable
crumbs, any falling nuts and bolts, and to protect toaster and table from scratches. OK, we're
about to start. Have you unplugged the toaster? Do so without fail, at risk of death! Lift off the
cover plate. You'll now see the innards of the toaster. Take a few moments to study it and get an
idea what's going on. To the left is the electrical compartment. In it you'll see the mains cable
coming in at the back, going to the timer, then wires go from that to the selector switch for one
slice, two slices, four slices etc. From here wires go to the elements, and it's these wires we
may have to temporarily disconnect. On my toaster there's just a choice of two slices or four.
You'll see there's a blue wire common and a red wire for each set of elements which can be
switched on. And you'll see the elements are connected, and held, by metal brackets and bolts.
Anyway, on with the disassembly! You'll note that the elements are held in place by a metal
plate, which engages with the slot in the edge of each end element, and goes over the end of the
middle ones. It's at the top of this next picture, with the two nuts circled. Note the orientation of
the plate. The little lip is pointing down, and it is towards the back wall of the toaster. Right, now
we need to disconnect the wires before we can get at the bolts to remove the element. Remove
the nuts and any washers as circled:. Carefully lift the wires off the screw threads, and move
them behind the element, as pictured. This keeps them out of the way when you remove the
elements. If your toaster is not exactly the same as mine, take a digital photo or make a sketch
to make absolutely sure you can re-assemble all of the wires correctly! As you will see, I was
just trying to change the end element, so I didn't bother disconnecting the central red wire. It
was also long enough to let me do the next bit without straining anything. Now the wires are
disconnected, you can lift all of the elements up at once. Do so carefully and slowly - especially
if you have left any wires connected. Do not force it. If it won't move, double check for wires.
Don't take it all the way out! Just lift it up a few inches so that you can get at the nuts and bolts
easily. If you take it all the way out you'll have a fiddly job getting all of the elements lined up in

their slots again On mine there was enough friction between elements and toaster just to hold it
in place while I worked:. Depending on which element you need to replace, you'll need to undo
the relevant bolts. I've undone the two which secure the end element. Then just pull the element
completely out of the toaster:. Put the old element aside, label it with a felt-tip pen, stick it in a
bag or something! Chances are it will look identical to the new one, so it's easy to get confused
if you don't take care. On mine at least, the dead element looked visually absolutely identical to
the new one Incidentally some elements come with a shiny, plastic-like film covering the actual
wire elements - and apparently some older ones don't. I think most modern ones do have this
plastic film, and it's actually heat-resistant ceramic or something, not plastic. So don't try to
remove it if it's present. Obviously, DO remove all and any outer packaging - just leave the thin
shiny sheet right over the wire elements and just in case, stand ready to switch off in a hurry
when you first turn the thing on! Unfortunately it seems to be almost invisible in most of my
pics. Just another close-up to show the bolts. Note that you MUST replace nuts and washers
exactly as they were originally. Again, take a digital photo or make a sketch. Now all you have to
do is put the bottom plate back on. It's usually best to do the six screws up only very lightly
until you get them all in so that the plate can move slightly to let the screw holes align as you go
along - otherwise it can be tricky getting the last few screws in. Then tighten them. Disclaimer
out of the way, I'm assuming you have one of these, or a similar one: It doesn't really matter
much whether it's two, four or six slots, or other detail differences between models. Turn the
toaster upside down. Now remove the six screws, circled. Remove these two nuts now. This
next bit can be fiddly - reach in and remove that metal plate. Remove the nuts and any washers
as circled: It should now look like this: Carefully lift the wires off the screw threads, and move
them behind the element, as pictured. You may also need to remove the central wires - if so, just
undo the nuts as before. On mine there was enough friction between elements and toaster just
to hold it in place while I worked: Depending on which element you need to replace, you'll need
to undo the relevant bolts. Then just pull the element completely out of the toaster: Put the old
element aside, label it with a felt-tip pen, stick it in a bag or something! OK, almost done: Slide
the new element into the slot left empty by the old one. Lower the elements back into place. Fit
the metal fixing plate, ensuring it's in the correct orientation as pictured above. Do up the two
bolts. Make sure the elements are securely fixed in place. Replace the electrical cables over
their terminals and refit any nuts and washers. Check that all of the locations marked have been
re-fastened. Double-check any connections against pictures or notes you made earlier. Now
turn the toaster back over: You can now plug it in and test your work! Click here to help. Other
users of howtomendit. The more detail and information you provide in your question the easier
it is for others to help you. To mend any household, kitchen, or other electrical appliance start
here. Attempting repairs can be dangerous. In many instances work should only be undertaken
by a qualified professional. Ensure you have read our Small Print page before using information
supplied via this website. Kitchen Appliances, Toasters other questions Other categories Add a
question. Hytec dimmer switch? Added recently How can I fix my model Dualit mini oven?
Added recently DNS derver not responding? Added recently daf cf 85? Added recently. We use
Cookies. See our Privacy Policy. Ask for free help. Search: Go. These categories may also be of
interest Click here for Flymo repair information. Click here to ask a question. Who answers the
questions? How can I fix my Toaster? How can I fix my golf trolley? Navigate to I have a unique
problem in that I took the 4 slice toaster apart and didn't think to jot down which wires go
where. I have googled " Dualit wiring diagram", " Dualit assembly", and anything else I could
think of. I can't find anything that shows where to plug the wires back in. Ironically, I was just
cleaning it, not replacing the elements. The only wires connected are the 2 black power cord
wires into plugs 1 and 4 on the timer. The power cord green wire is attached to the common
ground toaster housing. The connector on pin 5 of the timer brown wire contains an addition
male connector modification as well. I also have a blue wire coming from the elements that is Y
cable. I think this plugs into pins 2 and 5 of the timer. Can anyone be so kind as to verify or
correct this? Thank You Mike Mike M. November Need to mend your Dualit toaster? Hi, I have
the 3 slice combi with 2 toggle switches and wiring should be similar. View from bottom of
machine Left side of machine on your left, right side of machine on your right, back of machine
closest to you then see you have 3 red wires and one blue wire. Left red wire should connect to
top switch left terminal. Middle red wire should connect to timer's terminal that has double
brown wire bottom far right terminal , Right red wire to connect to lower toggle switch. Blue wire
to timer terminal that has brown wire that goes to panel on light. Hope that Helps, David email
martinj aol. David Jeong January Add An Answer Form Add your answer using the form below
The question:. Your answer:. Add your answer here. Try to include as much detail as possible.
Your name:. Enter your name as you wish it to be displayed. Other questions in this category Kitchen Appliances, Toasters. When i asked which timer it would use, she said she didnt know.

Click here for how to mend it. Click here for the fix. Fix my 11EA56 Dualit toaster? Heard a loud
click right before the toaster refused to heat. Also had to How do I repair my dualit 4 slice
toaster? The right side of my 4 slice toaster has suddenly died. No power to that side. Why and
how do I access the problem area? My dualit toaster will not switch off. Also the spring has
broken on the pop up and I am not sure how to mend this. Any ideas? Hi where can I finds parts
for my dualit toaster Hi I'm looking to open up my toaster to see if it's economically repairable.
The bottom is held on by screws that look like rounded stars with 6 recesses. They are not torx
security screws. I would need a socket driver to get them out. I'm struggling to Google what the
hell they are and would How can I fix my Dualit 2-slice toaster? How do I replace the elements in
my 2-slice Dualit toaster? How can I fix my model Dualit mini oven? MVI Camcorder Fault? DNS
derver not responding? Saved me buying a new one and disposing of a perfectly good steamer.
Geo Jan How can I repair my Nokia ? To search for repair advice click here. To find out how to
mend it click here. How can I repair my Renault Scenic? Click here to fix Hygena products. Click
here to help. Other users of howtomendit. The more detail and information you provide in your
question the easier it is for others to help you. To mend any household, kitchen, or other
electrical appliance start here. Attempting repairs can be dangerous. In many instances work
should only be undertaken by a qualified professional. Ensure you have read our Small Print
page before using information supplied via this website. Kitchen Appliances, Toasters other
questions Other categories Add a question. Hytec dimmer switch? Added recently How can I fix
my model Dualit mini oven? Added recently DNS derver not responding? Added recently daf cf
85? Added recently. We use Cookies. See our Privacy Policy. Ask for free help. Search: Go.
These categories may also be of interest Click here for Alessi repair information. Click here to
ask a question. Who answers the questions? How can I fix my Toaster? How can I mend my
engine management? Navigate to Waffle iron indicates open circuit at wall plug. Cord, elements
and lights show continuity not open or burned out. Suspect thermostat. Need wiring diagram
and any suggestions to complete testing. Arthur Freund June Add An Answer Form Add your
answer using the form below The question:. Your answer:. Add your answer here. Try to include
as much detail as possible. Your name:. Enter your name as you wish it to be displayed. Other
questions in this category - Kitchen Appliances, Toasters. Can I get it repaired anywhere? Click
here for the fix. How do I did my Murphy Richards 4 slice toaster that won't stay downAnne? I
have a four slice toaster and the left hand knob will not stay down Click here for the repair. How
to fix my smeg toaster so the toast will stay down Click here for how to mend it. When i asked
which timer it would use, she said she didnt know. I followed all suggestions. Got it open. Made
sure ontacts touch. Is this true? Or could the problem still be dirty contacts. I made sure the
spring wire was pushing contacts Russell Hobbs chrome toaster? The carriage handle is
permanently in the down position and has no spring. Can the part be replaced? The toaster has
been well looked after! Fix my 11EA56 Dualit toaster? Heard a loud click right before the toaster
refused to heat. Also had to How can I fix my model Dualit mini oven? MVI Camcorder Fault?
DNS derver not responding? Wish I had found this post sooner. Thank you so much for the tip!
Kelly Dec What can I do, I've lost my password? To search for repair advice click here. To find
out how to mend it click here. How can I fix my Samsung J? Click here to fix MacAllister
products. Replacing the timer in a Dualit toaster. March 15, I have had a 4 slot Dualit toaster for
the last 15 or so years, and it has worked well. I replaced one of the heating elements some time
ago, covered in another post. The timer switch had recently become unreliable, sometimes
when you turn it, the red "on" light didn't engage and the elements didn't come on. The spare
duly arrived and this is the fairly easy replacement procedure. Once you have the base off you
then need to gently prize off the timer knob. I gently used a scraper as a lever. Here you can see
the timer switch with knob removed. The timer is basically a switch in series with the mains
switch on the front. It takes the Live and Neutral wires from the mains lead and also the wires to
the heating elements via the 2 or 4 selector illuminated switch. Once back together , I did a test,
turning on at the wall selecting both 2 and 4 slots, rotating the timer and the toaster came on.
Easy fix, the new timer has a smoother action. The open contacts were charred , as happens to
most mains switches over time. I was right to replace with a new good switch. Labels Dualit
Electricity gadgets Household recycling repair. Labels: Dualit Electricity gadgets Household
recycling repair. Thanks so much for the post. My spare timer from Dualit came without a wiring
diagram! Couldn't have done it without you. January 7, at PM. Thanks for your very useful step
by step guide. Like previous post, no instructions supplied with my timer. Much appreciated.
August 30, at PM. Unknown saidâ€¦. Like others Dualit M2 in the toaster Thanks for your work.
September 21, at PM. Your posting is absolutely essential, I just replaced old dead timer with
the model you described. Of course it came without diagram:- Erm, the new dial knob that came
with it, says: "Unplug after use. May I ignore this warning? I cleaned the old dial and fitted it.
Matches perfectly. November 2, at PM. September and it seems that it is still Dualit policy not to

provide wiring instructions. I am regretting I did not buy the switch from a number of other sites
for lower cost as they provide fitting instructions. Not what I expected from Dualit and could
lead to accidents. Very shabby customer care from Dualit. Seems like it been going on for years.
I hope they make the toasters a bit better. You have been warned. September 28, at PM. Any
ideas on how to get these things to toast more evenly? It seems like they are a touch too hot
high up and tend to burn the top of the toast while not browning the bottom Cheers, Matt.
December 13, at AM. Mr Ives saidâ€¦. Hi Matt, I can't help you there. The heating elements are
basically wire wound around a frame. They either work or dont as far as I can see. Losing an
element would mean the toast would be completely untoasted on one side. Thank you so much
for this excellent post! It is a "toaster saving" one! February 21, at PM. Post a Comment. July 28,
I got back into vinyl records about 18 months ago, and have collected a few hundred albums,
mostly second hand. I keep a few, some end up passed onto friends, some that are too far gone
are kept for spares. In most cases they have required a little work to get them running again.
The lady who offered it, said that she in turn had received it from freecycle , and had replaced
the belt but couldn't get on with the springiness of it, and had got a modern USB turntable. I
have previously worked on one of these decks, and know what she means about the
suspension system used. While this blog is specifically about this particular model of deck,
many of the concepts are similar to others from this vintage. Read more. March 13, If you have
read my other blogs about GU10 mains voltage halogen lighting, you will know that I have
mostly replaced these bulbs with LED equivalents. These are a different type of halogen that
operate from a 12volt supply. I should mention at this point that I don't have any dimmer
switches in my house. MR16 bulbs have two pin connectors rather than the lugs found on GU10
bulbs. GU10's use a push and twist method of connecting to the socket. They use a separate
power supply , either a transformer old type or a switch mode power supply newer to convert v.
September 11, One of my sons friends asked me if I could take a look at his speakers which had
stopped working. They each have two integral amplifiers so only need a line or balanced input.
Each speaker also has a mains power input and a volume control, and a blue LED on the front
to indicate power. The speakers have two drivers, a small domed tweeter and a small 5" Kevlar
woofer. One had developed a loud buzz, coupled with a very loud 'thump' sound when powered
off. The other had completely lost all bass output. The speakers were only 13 months old, which
seemed a very short life for a pair of speakers - I have speakers made in the 60's that are still
going strong. However with additional electronics in these BX5a's I'm not really comparing like
with like. These speakers are self contained audio system. How to replace a Dualit Vario toaster
timer Dualit Vario toaster timer replacement - with pictures! As you may have read on my Dualit
toaster element replacement page , some time ago I bought a Dualit toaster off eBay needing
fixing. Now after a few years the timer has failed so I thought I'd do another page on replacing it.
If, like mine, your timer fails by getting 'stuck' with the toaster still on, it's actively dangerous to
use in that state. Sooner or later you'll forget it's on as there's no ticking sound when the timer
has stuck and it'll just keep on getting hotter and hotter. Not good. So get on and replace the
timer! It's an easier job than replacing an element, I'd say. Please note: This is just an account
of how I did it. I am NOT a trained Dualit technician. I am NOT an electrician. This page is in no
way endorsed by Dualit or anyone else. I have no connection whatsoever with Dualit, not even
as a customer! If you have the slightest doubt as to your competence then do not do what is
described here and instead go to a Dualit service agent or electrician. It doesn't really matter
much whether it's two, four or six slots, or other detail differences between models. As far as I
know all of the Dualit Vario models are pretty similar inside, so just adapt the following
instructions to your particular model. In particular, some models may have more or fewer wires
connecting to the timer. But as we'll see, my method means that this shouldn't cause any
problems. As to tools, all you really need is a cross-head screwdriver. Ideally, you want both no.
However, before we start we need to order a suitable replacement timer. I haven't found
anywhere cheaper than ebay: search for "Dualit timer' to bring up the listings. There are several
sellers but to be safe I'd suggest using one of the catering suppliers with lots of feedback. If you
check out any of these listings you will see that the seller explains very clearly that there are
two types of timer used on Dualit toasters, the Mi7 and Mi2, and to ensure easy replacement you
need to get the correct one. And the only way to do that is to look inside your toaster to check
which is used. You can try shining a torch in through the slots at the back of the toaster, or from
below, to see if you can tell which is used. But I found this didn't make me absolutely sure
which it was. The really sure way is to remove the bottom plate of the toaster as below so you
can get a really clear look. This really isn't hard but as a shortcut or a double check, another
way is to check which type of screw is used to hold the timer into position. I've shown both
methods below, before moving on to the main replacement instructions. So, we're about to start
work. You will notice on the picture above that the toaster's plug is nowhere near an electrical

socket! Unplug yours now! Empty the crumb tray, and put it aside. Try to find somewhere well
lit and flat. If you put the whole toaster on a cloth that's a good plan to catch the inevitable
crumbs, any falling nuts and bolts, and to protect toaster and table from scratches. As you see I
just used the kitchen worktop. Lift off the cover plate. You'll now see the insides of the toaster
revealed. Take a few moments to study it and get an idea what's going on. To the right is the
electrical compartment, and from top to bottom there are the timer, the red light, and the
selector switch, all connected via a mess of wires:. At this stage it's clear by comparison with
the pictures in the ebay listings that the timer is a Mi7 on my toaster. Some previous owner
seems to have put a cable tie around the timer - yours probably won't have this. Grip the timer
knob firmly and pull it straight off. Don't worry if it needs a firm pull: it's designed to be removed
like this. Once it's off, take a close look:. As you'll see, there's a flat on the timer shaft, and the
knob moulding includes a little flat bit of spring steel which slides against the flat on the shaft,
while providing a good degree of friction to keep it in place and play-free. Anyway, set the knob
aside for now, and undo one of the screws next to the timer shaft:. OK, you should now have
ordered and received the correct replacement timer unit. So let's move on to the main event,
actually replacing the timer. If you haven't already done so, with the toaster upside down
remove the bottom plate by unscrewing the six screws circled. If you do damage one of the
connectors, or even worse pull it off its wire, then unless you have, and know how to use, an
electrician's crimping kit, I strongly recommend you take your toaster to a proper electrician or
service agent for repair. It's not safe to bodge this sort of repair: these wires carry mains
electricity and if the connectors are not secure it can be lethal. But if you've been careful, there
should be no problem. Keep on transferring wires over until they're all done. As you transfer the
last one, remove the old timer and set aside. Compare the newly wired in timer with your
original digital photo if you want to double check:. Now ease the new timer into place, with the
shaft through its hole. Take the two screws which you removed when releasing the original
timer, and carefully start them in the holes in the new timer: a torch can help so you can see
when the holes are aligned. Note that the screws are what's called 'self-tapping', meaning that
they form their own threads in the soft plastic of the timer housing. Initially, just get them both
started:. Disclaimer out of the way, I'm assuming you have one of these, or a similar one: It
doesn't really matter much whether it's two, four or six slots, or other detail differences between
models. Have you unplugged the toaster? Do so without fail, at risk of death! Checking which
timer type is used: method 1 remove the bottom plate Turn the toaster upside down. Now
remove the six screws, circled. To the right is the electrical compartment, and from top to
bottom there are the timer, the red light, and the selector switch, all connected via a mess of
wires: At this stage it's clear by comparison with the pictures in the ebay listings that the timer
is a Mi7 on my toaster. But we can also double check: Checking which timer type is used:
method 2 screw type Turn the toaster back over, so the timer knob is facing you. Once it's off,
take a close look: As you'll see, there's a flat on the timer shaft, and the knob moulding includes
a little flat bit of spring steel which slides against the flat on the shaft, while providing a good
degree of friction to keep it in place and play-free. Anyway, set the knob aside for now, and
undo one of the screws next to the timer shaft: If the screw looks like this, then you need an Mi7
timer unit. If the threads are much finer and less pointy like a normal bolt or machine screw then
it's more likely you need an Mi2. Timer replacement OK, you should now have ordered and
received the correct replacement timer unit. I now suggest you take a digital photo of the timer
and other wires, just in case. Make sure it's sharp so that you can clearly see which colour
wires go to where. We shouldn't need to refer to it, as you'll see, but it's always good to have
'just in case'. Now remove the timer knob with a firm pull see above and undo both screws next
to the timer shaft. Put the screws somewhere safe: The timer will now be loose. Carefully ease it
backwards into the toaster and lift it out, so it's resting as shown. Be sure not to force it or
strain any wires: gently does it. You could take another digital photo now if you wish, as all the
wires are more clearly on view. Put the new timer next to it it should balance in place OK The
plan is that we will simply move over each wire in turn, so there should be no chance of any
mix-ups. Note that on mine and possibly yours some of the connectors are 'doubled up' so that
there are two wires both connected to the same place. Treat this just the same as a single
connector - it'll come off as one piece and go on in the same way. Now you need to pull the
connectors off the old timer and push them onto the new one. I've done the first one in the
picture below. To plug or unplug these spade connectors, you need to grip on the metal
connector itself, NOT the wire. The best place to grip is the narrow part of the connector, just
behind the main socket bit where the 'spade' on the timer goes: Sometimes the connectors can
be really hard to get off, even if you have strong fingers. If this is the case, use a set of
needle-nose pliers, or small pliers with jaws that fit onto the narrow bit of the connectors. Use
the pliers to pull the connector carefully off the timer. Be sure to pull straight without twisting.

Compare the newly wired in timer with your original digital photo if you want to double check:
Now ease the new timer into place, with the shaft through its hole. Initially, just get them both
started: Now screw each in turn almost fully home. Because they're forming their threads as
they go, they will be rather tight. You'll likely need to support the timer with one hand while
applying pressure to the screwdriver with the other. You do need a screwdriver which fits the
screwheads well: My smaller 'stubby' Pozi-drive no. If you feel the screwdriver slipping on the
screw head then STOP and get a better fitting screwdriver. If you do round off the screw heads
then you're kinda stuck until you can get new screws easy enough on ebay - search for 'pan
pozi self tapper' - and just be sure to get the right size. If you're struggling let me know and I'll
measure mine. You'd also need to get the stuck screws out: there are several possibilities
including gripping the head firmly with pliers, cutting a slot in the head with a hacksaw for a flat
blade screwdriver, etc. But it's definitely best not to go there! With both screws done up tight,
the worst is over! Just push the timer knob back on, and turn the toaster back over to put the
bottom plate back on. It's usually best to do the six screws up only very lightly until you get
them all in so that the plate can move slightly to let the screw holes align as you go along otherwise it can be tricky getting the last few screws in. Then tighten them. Also note that the
two 'end' screws which don't have the rubber 'feet' around them are slightly smaller. So if the
screws fall out of the 'feet', make sure the bigger ones go back into them so it's only the smaller
screws used in the marked holes. Now turn the toaster back over: You can now plug it in and
test your work! Why do we need your model number? Each product has a unique model number
just like your car. Locating this number helps us get you the correct parts. Genuine OEM
Delonghi replacement part, this item is sold individually. Designed to work with specific Toaster
Ovens only. To replace simply push it firmly on the control shaft. This high-quality plastic knob
was designed for use with the toaster oven listed below and is used to choose between a
variety of functions and temperatures. No tools are required to replace this part. Simply pull the
old knob off and push the new one into place. One item is included per order. This authentic
KitchenAid knob is a stylish black plastic with a stainless steel accent. This knob lowers the
bread into the toaster for toasting. This part is simply replaced by removing old part by directly
pulling straight out and pushing new knob into the female slot till a slight click is felt. It holds
the food in your oven. This is an authentic replacement part that is specially manufactured for
Oster toaster ovens. It is the metal wire rack that is used to hold the food in the oven. The
minimal surface of the supporting rack allows food to be cooked evenly from every direction.
After each use, it is recommended to allow the part to cool down, and wash it with warm water
and soap to prevent rusting or warping. This back rack is made from high quality stainless steel
and it is sold individually. Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart
Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Shop
by Tool Type. Same Day Shipping. Black Knob Part Number: Bake Pan Part Number: Bake Rack
Part Number: DeLonghi RO Browse Toaster Parts. Repair Center Visit our repair center for
instructional repair videos and articles Go to the repair center. Toaster Repair Videos. See More
Videos. This article will help you troubleshoot your fuel-line replacement repairs See More
Articles. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to
add your email to our mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer
Service. How to Fix a 2-Cycle Engine Carburetor. Quick Links. Vario Toaster. Toaster is fitted
with a patented thermal protection device 2 pages. Dualit guarantee and instructions for the
dual toaster 2 and 4 slot models 8 pages. In an age in which so much becomes obsolete
overnight, the Dualit toaster is built without compromise. It remains one of the few objects to
survive the passing of the years with Page 4: Safety Precautions If the timer sticks, unplug and
do not must not be used near or below use. Spare timers are available from curtains and other
combustible In the interest of improving products, Dualit Ltd. Your toaster is now conditioned
and ready for use. Once satisfied remove any tags from the toaster and recycle the packaging
appropriately. Such as croissants, scones, pastries or tortillas. This avoids uneven toasting and
saves energy at the same time. Do not leave unattended during use. Unplug after each use risk
of fire if an unattended appliance is left operating. A stainless steel cleaner can be used to
restore shine to the Do not use a chemical or cover only, but do not use an aggressive cleaner
or one that Dualit repairs department regularly receive toasters over 40 years old. Page
Replacing Elements Remove crumb retaining plate using a 6. Spare timers are available from
Replace the timer immediately. Page Guarantee Dualit or approved agent. Print page 1 Print
document 24 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Toasters are categorized as heating appliances.
Their function is to develop sufficient heat near a slice of bread to heat and toast it. Breakfast
certainly wouldn't be the same without the pop-up toaster. In many homes, toasters malfunction
more than any other small appliance. There are two reasons for this. First, toasters are typically

built economically to be a throw-away appliance. Second, malfunctions are frequently not the
fault of the toaster itself but of food particles that interfere with its operation. Excess pieces of
bread broken off by carriage movement fall into the base of the toaster and accumulate,
obstructing carriage movement, shorting out heating elements, plugging the latch release, and
interfering with solenoid operation. That's why most pop-up toasters have a large crumb tray
and door at the bottom of the toaster. By sliding or unlatching this crumb door you can release
food particles trapped in the bottom of the toaster. Once the primary food particles have fallen
out, move the toaster around to release other particles that may be trapped at the edges.
Periodically clean out the toaster using a can of compressed air, making sure you don't damage
sensitive heating elements or switches. Most electric pop-up toasters all operate in the same
manner. A slice of bread, a frozen waffle, a toaster strudel, or some similar food item is placed
through a slot in the top of the toaster and into the carriage. The carriage is lowered into the
chassis using the lever at the side of the toaster. When it reaches the bottom, the carriage
latches in position and an internal switch is activated to start the heating process. A thermostat
determines how long electric current will be sent from the power cord to the heating elements.
The person who is operating the toaster sets the thermostat using a control knob or lever
calibrated between light and dark. When the desired temperature is reached and the heating
process is completed, the solenoid turns the current off, then unlocks the latch and allows the
carriage to spring up to its original position. At this time, the toasted food is easily reachable
and can be removed by the operator of the appliance. Common toaster repairs include servicing
the latch assembly, servicing the chassis, recalibrating the thermostat, and servicing the
solenoid. Servicing the Latch Assembly: The carriage and latch are vital components to the
operation of pop-up toasters. If they don't work smoothly, bread or other food products cannot
be held in position to be heated. To clean and lubricate the latch:. Step 1: To access the latch,
remove the end panel by removing levers, knobs, and fasteners. On some models, disassemble
the entire case by removing levers, knobs, crumb tray door, and fasteners. Fasteners are
usually accessed from the bottom of the toaster, though some models hide them under plates
and self-adhesive labels on the side. Step 2: Once the cover is removed, inspect the latch
assembly to determine if there are obvious problems such as a food particle or loose part
jamming the assembly. Clean the latch area using a can of compressed air to blow away
crumbs. Step 3: Move the carriage lever up and down to check for smooth operation. If the
carriage moves stiffly, carefully lubricate the rod on which the latch lever travels. Use a
petroleum lubricant, making sure you don't get any of it on adjacent electrical parts. Step 4:
Check the operation of the latch to ensure that it works smoothly. You may need to carefully
bend the latch so it catches properly. Servicing the Chassis: Most of the mechanism within a
toaster is mounted on a frame called the chassis. To repair or replace many internal parts,
including the heating elements, you will need to remove the chassis from the toaster shell.
Disassemble the toaster by removing levers, knobs, and fasteners, then carefully lift the shell
off the chassis. Some toasters will require that you disconnect the power cord internally before
you can fully remove the chassis. Depending on the problem your toaster is having, you may
want to replace the entire chassis or just one or two components. Recalibrating a Thermostat:
The thermostat in a pop-up toaster performs a vital function in telling the solenoid how long you
want the heating elements to toast the bread. If your toaster seems to ignore your setting, the
thermostat may be out of adjustment. To recalibrate the toaster:. Step 1: Clean the toaster to
ensure that food particles are not jamming the mechanism or shorting out the electronics. Step
2: To recalibrate the thermostat, make sure the toaster is cool, turn it over on its top, and open
the crumb tray cover. On this bracket there will be a calibration knob, screw, or nut that can be
turned to recalibrate the thermostat. Moving the bracket toward the solenoid switch typically
will shorten the toasting cycle, and moving it away from the solenoid switch will lengthen the
cycle. You can shorten the cycle if the toast is. Step 4: Close the toaster, plug it in, and toast a
piece of bread to determine if the adjustment is correct. If adjusting the thermostat doesn't
solve the problem, consider replacing the thermostat or the toaster. Servicing a Solenoid: The
thermostat activates a switch that operates the solenoid. The solenoid releases the latch. So if
your toaster burns toast or doesn't want to release the carriage, the solenoid switch or the
solenoid itself may be faulty. The solenoid switch is located near the thermostat and can be
accessed by opening the crumb tray cover. Test it with a continuity tester. If it is faulty, remove
it and rep
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lace it with a new switch. The solenoid is located near the latch at one end of the toaster. To

access it, remove the end cover, or the shell. Test the solenoid with a continuity tester and
replace if faulty. If either the solenoid or switch is installed with rivets rather than screws,
consider replacing the entire chassis or the toaster itself. Riveted parts are difficult to remove
and replace without special tools. Think you've mastered toaster repairs? Take that knowledge
and use it to help you fix toaster ovens. The tips on the next page will assist you. Toasters can
stop working for various reasons, such as an obstructed latch or a faulty chassis. Click here for
a complete guide to troubleshooting toasters. Prev NEXT. How to Repair a Toaster. This cross
section of a toaster indicates the various elements that make a toaster work. A calibration knob,
screw, or nut can be turned to recalibrate the thermostat. Related Content " ". Furnace
Maintenance. How to Repair Electric Furnaces.

